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HCS Reelex II™ Packaging for high quality installations

3 years ago HCS started packaging all its UTP LAN cables in Reelex II™ boxes.
Traditional box packaging is still done by many vendors in Reelex I™ or similar small-tube boxes, in which the
cable is being severely abused during installation.
Reelex II™ boxes are made with a large-size cone which enables the cable to be pulled out of the box with
almost no tension. This extremely low tension makes the installation process easier and faster, as the cable is
pulled out of the box without any entanglements and with minimal effort.
Moreover, the cable is not abused in any way during this process and this guarantees that the same
outstanding transmission parameters are obtained before and after installation.
CAT 6 Permanent Links after Small-Tube Box Packaging

CAT 6 Permanent Links after Reelex II™ box Packaging

Another important benefit provided by Reelex II™ box packaging is the ability to test NEXT loss and Return
Loss in each and every box shipped. This final testing, which is part of the famous HCS Double-Safe™
Program, cannot be done when cables are packed in reels or in reel-in-box, as the parallel layers of cables
provides incorrect test results.
Sincere advice: Whenever you specify LAN cables make sure that Reelex II™ packaging is clearly
indicated in the contract documents in order to guarantee high margins in the final testing.
HCS is the only vendor supplying ALL its LAN UTP cables in Reelex II™ boxes, including Category 6
PVC and LS0H cables.
Sincerely,

Ergün Riza AKAN, Asst. General Manager
Reelex II is a Trademark of Windings Inc. Patterson NY, USA.

HCS is the No.1 Turkish supplier of high- performance fiber optic and twisted pair LAN Cabling Systems.
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